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CHINA

India's Forgotten Chinese Internment Camp

Army soldiers carry the coffin containing the remains of Karam Chand, a
soldier who died during the 1962 Indo-China war. (Reuters)

Michael Cheng was six years old in 1962 when the police came to take him and his

family away. ey arrived, armed and in force, in the middle of the night. Some of

the officers, many of whom had known the Chengs for years, were apologetic. ey

were just following orders, the men assured Michael's mother, and the family was

being taken somewhere safe "for your own good."

e Cheng family wasn't the only one. Andy Hsieh was a student at a boarding

school in Shillong, in northeast India. One day, he and several of his classmates

were called into the headmaster's office and told that they would be going away for

an inde�nite length of time.

When police came for Wong Ying Sheng's family, they were packed and ready to

go. Wong's mother had escaped the Japanese invasion of Singapore and knew the
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signs.

Michael's family, too, was unsurprised when the police arrived. Michael's father had

been imprisoned for the previous week, one of dozens of "suspicious people" in the

tiny Chinese-Indian community scattered around West Bengal who were arrested

by the authorities in the �rst days of the 1962 Sino-Indian Border Con�ict. But

what was a surprise was how far the family -- Michael, his parents, and his older

brother Moses -- were taken. Over the next days they were transported 1,000 miles

west to a remote prison camp in Deoli, Rajasthan. ey would spend the next two

years there -- prisoners of a war that was never declared.

From today's vantage point, a war between China and India - the world's two

largest countries by population - seems remote, a relic of ancient history. And

initially, relations between the newly independent India and the recently established

People's Republic of China (PRC) were strong: Nehru's India was one of the �rst

nations to recognize Mao Zedong's Communist regime when it took power in

China in 1949. Despite one major sticking point -- the two countries shared a long

and poorly-de�ned Himalayan border -- relations between China and India were

mostly cordial through the 1950s.

Tibet proved to be the catalyst for worsening relations. Initially, India reassured

China that it had no designs on the territory, which Beijing annexed in 1950.  But

relations soured when, after a failed Tibetan uprising in 1959, the Dalai Lama �ed

to Dharmsala in India's Himachal Pradesh. In response, a furious China claimed

over 60,000 square miles of Indian-controlled territory and demanded

"recti�cation" of the disputed Himalayan border. Beijing's proposal was rejected,

and the two countries began years of "military incidents" and minor skirmishes.

en, on October 20, 1962, People's Liberation Army (PLA) troops crossed the

border in force, overwhelming the unprepared and undermanned Indian defenders.

Within a month, Chinese forces had largely occupied the territory they had claimed

in 1959, and on November 19 China declared a unilateral cease�re. Both countries

retreated to the unofficial "Line of Actual Control" that existed pre-1959, though

China retained de facto ownership of Aksai Chin and India was forced to abandon

any territorial ambitions to the east. For Indians, this was a national humiliation.

***

Chinese immigration to India started in earnest over 100 years before the 1962

con�ict when the British recruited laborers from Hong Kong and Guangdong to

work in tea plantations, and by the middle of the 20  century there were someth
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3,000 ethnic Chinese and Tibetans living in the newly independent Republic of

India. ese "hyphenated Indians" became the scapegoats for the country's defeat

in the 1962 war with China.

"e Indian government thought all border Chinese were potential spies," Michael

Cheng says, sipping a soft drink in Meizhou, the sweltering Guangdong Province

city near his ancestral homeland. Michael, now a naturalized American citizen,

described how he and his family, along with most of their neighbors, were

transported to the Deoli prison camp, where some remained for as much as six

years -- �ve years and 335 days longer than the war itself.

e internment of Chinese-Indians, which contravened both the Universal

Declaration of Human Rights (to which India was a founding signatory) and

India's own constitution, was established by the Defense of India Act 1962 which

permitted the "apprehension and detention in custody of any person [suspected] of

being of hostile origin." is broad power ultimately allowed for the arrest of any

person with a drop of Chinese blood, a Chinese surname, or married to a Chinese

person. Some of the arrested "Chinese" families had lived in India for generations

and regarded themselves as Indian.

"One Hindi teacher we had, who was absolutely Indian -- he had a Chinese name

or something like that -- somehow ended up in the camp," Cheng says. "You'd see

people who didn't look Chinese at all -- they looked completely Indian."

***

e Deoli camp was originally set up by the British to house prisoners of war in the

1940s. Following independence, the Indian government converted Deoli to a

prison for Chinese- and Tibetan-Indians, many or them children or in�rm. Trains

ran from Makum, an area near the Burmese border with a large ethnic-Chinese

community, to Assam. It was there that Michael and his family joined hundreds of

other "potential spies" for the long trip west to Rajasthan.

e trip took over a week, in a cramped train with the word "enemy" scrawled on

the side. In "Deoli Diaries", a collection of interviews with camp survivors, Wong

Ying Sheng recalled how the internees were kept under armed guard at all times.

Once, when the train stopped near a town, locals threw stones and hit the carriages

with sticks, yelling at those inside to "go back to China". Other internees, small

children at the time, spoke of being separated from their families during the trip

and shoved into carriages alongside other youngsters.
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Upon arrival at Deoli, internees endured the notoriously inefficient Indian

bureaucracy as they were processed, one by one, into the camp.

"ey were not prepared to deal with 3,000 people," Michael Cheng says. "By the

time they were �nished it was cold and dark in the desert."

e poorly-prepared camp spoke to the chaotic nature of the entire internship

program. e camp was unable to house all those it had been sent, and many

internees were forced to sleep outside, some without blankets. Food too was a

problem, as camp guards had no idea how to prepare meals for so many people.

Cheng says internees were often served food that was half-cooked.

"e rice had lots of gravel and dust in it, so when you bit into it you would bite

stone."

e Red Cross provided only temporary relief. In one of only two visits to the camp

during the six years it was in operation,  Red Cross workers noted that hygiene was

substandard and food provision lacking. But while internees said that conditions

improved while the Red Cross was there, they soon deteriorated again once the aid

workers left.

Life in the camp improved somewhat when the Indian authorities began

transporting internees who were willing to go to China. e Chinese government,

as it later did during the height of anti-Chinese sentiment in Indonesia, sent ships

to India to collect "its people" and return them to the motherland. Some 2,400

internees then headed to a country many had never been to, and one that had just

emerged from the hardships of the Great Leap Forward and would soon dissolve

into the insanity of the Cultural Revolution.

e repatriation program caused tension. "ere were �ghts in the camp over

leaving. e people who wanted to go to China argued with those who preferred

�ght until the Indian government released them," Cheng says. Most of those who

chose to stay had strong roots in India, like businesses and homes. It was their life

you know, they didn't want to leave."

Not to be outdone, the Republic of China government in Taiwan also assisted the

internees, and it was the Taiwanese who ultimately came to the aid of Cheng's

family, placing them in Calcutta (now Kolkata).

ere the family struggled, but those who stayed in the camp were far worse off.

When Deoli closed in 1968, the remaining internees were transported back to their
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old neighborhoods, where they were then imprisoned by a government that didn't

know what to do with them.

"A girl in one of those jails wrote to the prime minister," Cheng says. "When the

jailor read the letter he said 'Hey, you guys are not supposed to be here this long'.

So he got involved and they were �nally released."

Others weren't so fortunate. Surviving internees speak of seeing people, particularly

the old and in�rm die in these jails, sometimes mere yards away from their homes.

Other lives were signi�cantly shortened by the ordeal. One internee said that his

father was kept in an Alipur jail for over a year where he became seriously ill --

possibly as a result of a botched medical procedure -- and died three weeks after he

was released. ere were deaths in the camp as well. Wong Ying Sheng's father died

there, as did many other older internees -- deaths that were largely preventable.

***

In the decades since, Sino-Indian relations have stabilized, and the Indian

government would rather the internship program be forgotten. A stone plaque

outside the Deoli camp, now an army training ground, mentions that it was once

used to house German, Japanese, and "Chinese" prisoners, lumping the Chinese-

Indians in with foreign combatants.

"ere's no monument to the people who died in the camp, no memorial. ey

didn't even issue a death certi�cate for them. India has lots of things hidden like

this, and it's difficult for them to own up to them. If they admit to one thing they

would have to admit to everything, like a domino effect," Cheng says, though he

hasn't given up trying to get the Indian government to account for its actions at

Deoli. 

He's had some help. e Association of India Deoli Camp Internees (AIDCI),

registered as a non-pro�t in Canada in 2009, seeks to pressure the Indian

government into issuing an apology similar to those issued by the U.S. for the

internment of Japanese-Americans during the Second World War. Ex-internees and

their children also wish to erect a monument in Deoli "in honor of those who lost

their lives at the camp."

AIDCI wrote an open letter to Prime Minister Manmohan Singh in 2009,

outlining the ex-internees grievances.

"Of course," Michael says ruefully, "nothing happened. So a year later we sent a

second letter."
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ey're still waiting for a reply.

We want to hear what you think about this article. Submit a letter to the editor or write

to letters@theatlantic.com.

https://www.theatlantic.com/contact/letters/
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